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Dear Readers,
Our topic of the month on SAP Community is, well, SAP Community! Take a short
trip down memory lane to see what we accomplished in 2020 (despite the
pandemic). Then enjoy the look ahead to 2021 and all the great things to come in
this blog post.
Best regards,
Catherine LaCroix
Editor

SAP Community Welcomes
SAP TechEd

Join the SAP Conversational
AI Tutorial Challenge!

The SAP Community now brings you
SAP TechEd content. This will not only
give you a chance to catch up on
sessions you missed, but we’re
modifying some of the formats so you’ll
be able to take a closer look at the
hands-on content, and get insights and
tips from the experts live.

The adoption of chatbots and
conversational AI technology becomes
bigger every day, providing addedvalue for both businesses and endusers around the world. With this
challenge, we wanted to offer a unique
opportunity for community members to
showcase what can be achieved with
chatbots.

Read the blog post
Read the blog post

The Most Fun I've Ever Had
with ABAP with or without a
Server
Jorgen Lindqvist recounts his personal
experience participating in the
annual Advent of Code event. "It's like

Random Day Suprise, You
Are Part of Us! Part 2
We dedicated our Random Day
Surprise to the International Make
Your Dream Come True Day. We
think that the beginning of this year is

an advent calendar with a two part
programming
challenge/puzzle/exercise each day
from December 1st to December 25th,"
he said. The puzzles are not
programming language specific but
can be solved in any language.

exactly the right time to motivate you
guys to believe in yourself, to climb up
that mountain, to reach for the stars
(ok, you know what I mean), and to
make your dreams come true.
Read the blog post

Read the blog post

Community News

SAP Community Fan Shop – Visit the Online Store!
Since we're all shopping online these days, stop by our new community fan
shop! It's an online shop where you can buy SAP Community branded
material for your own use.
Read More

Upcoming Events and Community Calls
January 27
RISE with SAP: The Introduction
Propel your business through any disruption with a new perspective on
your path to becoming an intelligent enterprise. Discover best practices and
the latest technologies that can help your business navigate challenges
confidently in 2021 and beyond. Save the date.
January 28
Intelligent Enterprises are Integrated Enterprises: Update on SAP's
Integration Strategy
SAP's strategy for helping businesses become intelligent enterprises
includes the delivery of a consistent experience along end-to-end

processes supported by an intelligent suite. For this purpose distinct suite
qualities have been introduced that facilitate a seamless out-of-the-box
integration of SAP's Intelligent Suite. Join this webinar to better understand
SAP's integration strategy which also includes recent achievements and
the road ahead.
Katrin von Ahsen, Product Expert Intelligent Enterprise Technology
February 2
Create and Manage End-to-End Data Pipelines with SAP Data Intelligence
During this workshop, you can learn how to develop an end-to-end data
process, starting with gathering data from different Data sources, cleansing
and enriching the data, and providing the enriched data for end-user
consumption. Discover the various data consumption and data producing
operators that are available, and learn how to configure them. Explore the
many data-transformation capabilities and learn how to use them.
See all Upcoming Events
SAP TechEd Highlights and Upcoming 2021 SAP Community Activities
SAP Community members, you're invited to attend a Community Call to
discuss SAP TechEd highlights and upcoming 2021 SAP Community
activities, including SAP TechEd main highlights and top SAP TechEd
tracks and key topics.
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